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2010

November

Monday, 29th  of November.

17:05:14 Deleted all tweets and most of blog entries. I'm starting again. Just about me.

17:09:13 Back by the vents. They're not that warm or is it just that they are cancelled out by the biting

wind. This treet is a bit of a wind tunnel.

17:10:29 I am wavering at the moment between giving up counselling and just digging in and gritting my

teeth and trying to survive out here.

17:12:42 I've only been sitting here for 5 mins and I can scarcely type this, it's so cold. Again I can't go to

soup runs bcoz can't endure standing

17:13:46 ...around in cold for three hours. Besides which I am on a fast at the moment so I am trying to

eat as little as possible. I find it works

17:15:02 ...better than any medication you could hope to be prescribed. Also my period started today.

Going to snow heavily tonight. Hopefully I get

17:15:37 ...buried under a snow drift and no-one finds me till spring.

17:20:48 I just want to say one thing on the subject - I never lied, never covered up. Everyone knew since

big issue interview. I was naive, I think.

21:31:35 Woman just gave me £5.62.

21:33:20 I don't see a way out of this. I'm not an idiot. I know the problem lies with me and no-one else. If

my own family have so little regard for

21:34:25 ...me why would I expect anyone else to hold me in any esteem? I don't think I'm a bad person.

Just dumb at times.

21:36:34 You know, I like to help people because I really do care about what happens to them. The

daycentre offered for me to help them on their

21:38:42 ..outreach but I thought to myself I couldn't do it. I realised why. It's bcoz it's essentially sales

and I have no skills in or inclination

21:39:53 ...for that. I am an enabler. I am good at helping people realise the things that they know they

want already but don't know how to get.

21:41:04 I love and thrive on enthusiasm in other people. I get thrilled when others succeed - I'm not the

jealous type - but I deflate easily when

21:41:50 ...my own enthusiasm is undermined. I don't know why I'm writing this. I feel kind of numb.

22:24:41 @JeremySwain I do feel really guilty about that. I sometimes think they wonder if it just me

being deliberately awkward. But everyone has

22:25:45 @JeremySwain ...has their own reasons for not wanting to go inside. I am sorry if it causes
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frustration in outreach staff for my area.

Tuesday, 30th  of November.

05:16:20 Outreach came by at 2am. They rescued my book from where it was getting soaked by the

sleet. I had moved away from the vents.

05:17:20 This morning I just woke up soaked by the snow and sleet. I have moved back closer to the

vents to dry off.

05:18:01 Meeting one of outreach team at 4.30pm this afternoon at mcdaycentre.

07:31:16 Just got to work. My period was so unusually heavy that it had gone through all my clothing and

my trouders were rigid with dry blood.

07:33:43 Nothing for it but to take them off and handwash them in sink. Then noticed waistband was dirty.

Looked down and my belly button is infected

08:37:42 Snowing properly now. It was just sleet before but it's starting to settle now.

18:35:02 RT @StMungos: @ThePavementMag We'll be tweeting updates about SWEP during the cold

weather. See also our news pages http://bit.ly/gnEAFA

18:36:19 I can't believe I appear ro have been the first person to bring up SWEP online.

18:37:41 Visited the queen mary annexe/alcove (let's not fall out over names!) met some of staff and a

woman from westminster council. The streets

18:38:50 ...are so overwhelmingly male it felt comforting to be in such a female environment. You forget

how different the dynamic can be.

18:40:12 It opens 2moro. Very different concept - can come and go as u please between 10pm and

7.30am/no staff (though u can speak 2 them on intercom

18:41:41 ...if u wish/access to tea making facilities and snacks and some comfy checks. Very simple set

up for long term homeless women who refuse

18:44:47 ...other assistance. (sorry that should have been comfy chairs - cold fingers!) I am also going to

check out the victoria soup runs 2moro as

18:45:38 ...i am going to stay in the annexe when it opens 2moro. Might be nice to be able to read my

book without my fingers falling off.

19:18:07 There's a noticeable wind chill effect tonight.

19:24:31 @doorwayproject ! I didn't say 'from'. We'll have to see how it goes. It will be weird. Haven't

spent a night inside for months and not been

19:25:33 ...inside on my own for many, many months. A little scared actually. How do you people cope

with living inside? Don't u get scared! I feel i

19:27:01 ...should raise money for all you 'innies'. Turn up at your door handing out over-sweetened tea

and ham sandwiches.

19:32:55 RT @hardlynormal: @aibaihe I understand more than you know. I do my best to get outside and

volunteer. Makes my problems seem small

19:36:48 @streetlytes this will be interesting. I am writing my next blog post on this. Hopefully finish by

2moro.
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December

Wednesday, 1st  of December.

02:36:39 Just woke up and sat on edge of pavemment. First young asian man gave me his chocolate

brownie and two cookies. I was eating the brownie

02:38:07 ...(which was amazing) when a taxi driver stopped and gave me £2. Immediately after another

car stopped and a woman got out. She was handing

02:39:33 ...out warm clothes and sleeping bags to the homeless. I kept refusing the blanket (blankets are

close to pointless and difficult to carry)

02:40:48 ...but I finally accepted a scarf and she gave me some sweets. A guy that I have seen a few

times - a proper proper alcoholic came by and

02:41:47 ...she gave him a sleeping bag. He sometimes comes and stands by the vents for a few minutes

and walks away. Tonight I have decided to break

02:42:56 ...my own rule and let him sleep near me. God knows where he is from. Russian or east

european, I think. He offered me a can of strongbow.

02:44:16 Then he either offered me coke but I don't know of what variety - anyway, I'm not into either

type. He said he is going to protect me which

02:44:52 ...is a sweet sentiment from a guy who can barely walk.

02:48:39 Gritting machines out in force now. They turned off the gritters as they passed me. So if you skid

your car on an unusually icy stretch of

02:49:16 ...road, it's probably my fault. Sorry about that.

02:50:47 Have u noticed I have had one of my three day nightmares again? It coincided with one off my

worst periods ever. Plus all the other stuff.

09:02:32 Slept in today until 7.30am. Yet again when I got to work I had the same problem with my

trousers. I had to strip down and wash. So strange.

09:03:14 I have counselling today. I suppose I had better go and finish what I started.

09:04:32 @dariakaram I deleted a lot of the entries that mentioned other people for personal reasons. I

will be blogging again today.

18:31:18 Got ulcers on my tongue. I'm falling apart!

18:32:16 About to head down to victoria to check out things down there. I'll be exhausted having to stay

up till 10pm before I can sleep.

18:33:39 Scared about trying to locate and use different soup runs. This is way out of my comfort zone.

19:34:57 made contact at soup runs. some e. euros waiting. i shall call this location HOF. Was told soup

runs all come to this spot 7,8,9,10pm

19:36:00 Then passed some brits by victoria mcdaycentre. Was told to go to soup run at 8.30pm. Nice to

see some familiar faces. Said I was staying

19:36:47 ...at winter shelter down here but not where. Can only disclose location and full set up to certain

few'.

20:27:32 About 40 here so far and i'm the only brit.

20:30:51 Soup run located opposite phillips de pury auction room. There's something on tonight. Riches
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and poorest having to share same pavement!

20:31:29 Now it's starting to hail.

20:47:32 Man with sandwiches. All very civilised here actually and good humoured. I was pushed to the

front by everyone.

20:48:52 Only a couple of brits so far but told that simon community coming soon so maybe more then.

Can't enter shelter till 10pm. Freezing!

21:26:36 Couldn't cope with the cold. I lost feeling in my fingers. Gone to hide in mcdaycentre. An english

guy was going through the bins and a

21:28:04 ...young black british guy said 'Hey mate. Are you hungry? Don't do that. Have my dinner.'

21:49:44 I can't feel my toes now.

Thursday, 2nd  of December.

08:11:00 Just got to work - bright pink cheeks from the cold! Left the alcove just under an hour ago.

London looking picture postcard perfect in snow

08:12:01 Last night got to shelter at 10pm. Passed HOF and there was another soup run starting. Door to

alcove opened as expected. They had set the

08:13:21 ...room up beautifully with screens between the shares and duvets and pillows if required. They

had also dimmed the lights. But as soon as I

08:14:15 ...entered two women came down and were saying to each other 'who is it?' I ignored them but

then they started saying 'hello' to me. They

08:15:01 ...turned out to be staff and were very friendly and they said they were just checking who I was.

But they weren't supposed to do that.

08:16:25 ...i found that a little unsettling and I spent ages looking round for cctv cameras but couldn't find

any. Then I settled and had good look

08:17:37 ...round. I made a cup of tea and had a sandwich from the fridge. It was nice bcoz u could see

the activities the residents had been up to

08:18:36 ...during the day. I bet that would be good for the other alcove potential guests to see bcoz they

might end up moving in. Also it wasn't

08:19:39 ...overly neat - clean but like a used kitchen so I felt confident rooting round. It was nice to have

a toilet for a change.Looked at myself

08:20:55 ...in mirror - I looked terrible! All pale and ill with greasy hair. Took two hours to sleep bcoz I was

so cold but I was toasty when I woke

08:23:13 It was a lot, lot nicer than a normal night shelter. Quiet, calm and safe. I don't know yet if I am

going back. Maybe not every night.

08:24:08 I am worried about losing my spot by the vents. That feels like 'home' to me. I feel a have a right

to be there.

08:24:41 Also I don't know if I can cope with hanging around till 10pm again.

09:28:50 @shinseitaro. Don't worry. I'm fine.

09:29:37 @AmbrozineW. Thanks for that. I actually get quite shy about going to new places.

09:57:20 RT @Providence_Row: Severe weather shelters are already full so we're worried about

#homeless ppl in #London sleeping rough in the cold. ...

09:57:47 RT @its_alicia: Wondering how the #homeless are coping in the #UKsnow? Follow  @aibaihe

to find out.
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18:01:18 Am back outside again tonight. Staying in my usual place. It's cold tonight but I feel ok in my

sleeping bag.

18:03:03 Feeling knocked out by the counselling.

18:29:20 The vents just aren't giving enough warmth to counteract the cold wind tonight. Forecast to be

as low as -5.

19:09:57 Woman and young girl just offered me a hot drink and something to eat. I said no thanks. They

kept offering saying it was freezing.

19:11:18 Yes but I would rather be cold in a sleeping bag than even colder running round desperately to

find a toilet in the early hours.

19:30:48 i think the counselling has made me realise how wide the gulf is between me and normalcy. it's

so big, it seems almost pointless to try

19:32:35 Psychiatric nurse attending one of sessions next week (upping to 2 sessions a week) to see if I

have depression that needs treating.

19:33:54 Great chapel street medical centre is an incredible resource for the homeless. Couldn't pay for

better care.

19:36:00 @oiseaufrancaise no I actually didn't speak. I just shook my head and smiled. Hopefully they

thought I was foreign and not rude.

Friday, 3rd  of December.

03:32:23 Outreach woke me again last night. Luckily they're not into engaging me in conversation at the

moment, just checking on me. Usually too

03:33:39 ...tired to talk. My hip is still in agony. It isn't the joint. It's the sticky out bit at the top and side

that touches the pavement.

03:35:08 I just woke up and there are three other homeless sitting by me taking advantage of the vents. I

don't appreciate them chatting noisily but

03:35:39 ...i am just so down I can't face doing anything about it.

05:35:46 Sitting in 24 hour mcdaycentre at liverpool street surrounded by bottom rung city boys off their

heads on drugs.

05:42:18 Hmmmm. This is interesting. Apparently if you wear a suit you can sleep undisturbed here.

07:20:49 Went to go into toilets and a woman touched my arm and handed me the sticker from her coffee

cup. Did I look that obvious?

07:21:55 When I came out all the customers - presumably strangers - had collected their stickers and I

was presented with two full coffee vouchers.

07:24:11 The man who gave them to me just nodded once and winked. When I walked out the door i

cried all the way to work but I don't know why.

14:50:34 RT @shinseitaro: @aibaihe Yuri-san, look at this! http://twitpic.com/3cg0dq

14:51:41 RT @BigIssueScots: A story about reading the @BIG_ISSUE_Japan on the @BigIssueTrain in

The Big Issue Scotland... http://twitpic.com/3cg0dq

14:52:53 Well done @BigIssueTrain #bigissuetrain @shinseitaro Hopefully your campaign will go global.

16:11:40 RT @homelesslondon: Watch us on Sky News tomorrow on a report which looks at the impact

this cold weather has on services for homeless.. ...

18:57:07 Tonight is the coldest yet. The skin on my legs is chapped and sore. Just got into sleeping bag

to keep warm. No soup run again tonight.
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19:05:19 My hair is so lank and greasy at moment but I can't face having a shower and then walking

outside with it still wet (it's waistlength)

Saturday, 4th  of December.

06:26:28 It rained or sleeted last night bcoz I kept waking up. It didn't bother me enough to move. A

policeman woke me at some point to check I was

06:28:08 ...ok. When I opened my eyes he said 'it's ok go back to sleep - just checking you're alright'. I

was exhausted last night. At one point

06:29:18 ...someone stood on my hand bcoz I was sprawling again with my hand on the pavement. But I

was too tired to care.

06:30:09 I'm desperate for the toilet now. I am going to see if covent garden is open.

07:06:17 Much milder this morning. Snow and ice all gone. Am waiting on the strand for ASLAN with tea

and sandwiches.

07:27:15 I remembered that ASLAN go to adam street first. Someone showed me once. It's 100percent

rough sleepers there bcoz the night shelter hasn't

07:29:25 ...turfed people out by then. I was in time for a buttery jacket potato. Though it has slightly upset

my insides now. I also got a ticket 4

07:30:44 ...their saturday evening meal next week. The man asked me how I was feeling. I tried not to

say much bcoz I felt on the verge of tears.

10:37:13 @scngriggs79 well today I get to clean public toilets for 10 hours (irregular work). Otherwise it

would be homeless centre in the morning

10:38:45 @scngriggs79 and then the rest of the day go from soup run to soup run drinking lots of hot

cups of tea to keep warm. It's easier in summer,

10:39:16 @scngriggs79 ...because I can lie in st james park and read a book.

10:41:55 You can see what is available at homeless centre by following the links from @homelesslondon

10:42:57 @homelesslondon are you going to use my voice recording for the appeal? If you are (u don't

need to bother with photos) pls give link.

11:20:11 @streetlytes stop giving them out to who. Do you mean to the hostels or to the people who do

street handouts?

11:20:54 RT @JeremySwain: So far have helped over 100 people off street during cold patch + so far no

deaths. London Street Rescue team out again ...

19:56:53 Wow it's really chucking it down. For a moment I considered going into night shelter but then I

thought about having to wait on the steps

19:57:59 ...45 minutes for them to 'verify' me and I thought that's all time I could be happily sleeping. The

only good thing in my life is sleep so

19:58:53 ...like to interfere with it. So I am doing my eeyore act and gently floating away in the rain on my

back.

20:00:44 In just over a week's time I will have been on the streets for 10 months and 18 months homeless

since my illegal eviction.

Sunday, 5th  of December.

07:21:14 I am so exhausted and struggling to get up this morning. A couple of people tried to wake me
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last night but I had been sleeping so deeply

07:22:24 ...i could only open my eyes for a second. Firstly I felt someone press my hand. It was a man

pushing 5 pounds into the palm of my hand. I

07:23:20 ...just closed my eyes again and luckily found the money in my sleeping bag this morning and

secondly a couple of rough sleepers woke me up

07:23:59 ...to telll me something but all I could do was smile and go back to sleep.

09:51:55 For heaven's sake. Just looked in mirror: been walking round for 3 hours with dribble stain on

my cheek and dried tear tracks all down face

09:55:02 It's the effect of the vents, I think. No wonder that guy gave me a fiver. Must of thought 'bloody

hell look at the state of that'.

10:27:44 Managed to get another day's cleaning work today. No-one wants to work in this weather and so

near to christmas. Woman just came into the

10:29:03 ...toilets. She had all her bags with her. She was washing her clothes as she was wearing them.

I opened the washroom for her but she would

10:30:02 ...not go in. I told her 'my name's tom. I sleep rough too. Ask about me on the strand.' she

looked up at me for a moment but didn't reply

10:31:12 She is a very small, thin woman. Foreign but couldn't pinpoint nationality (sounded a bit french

but hardly spoke so don't know) shoulder

10:32:18 ...length salt and pepper hair and wearing men's shoes many sizes too big. I did my best but i'll

watch out for her. Hard to get through to

10:32:46 ...some women - they are very cautious and for good reason.

11:06:01 RT @homelesslondon: Details + Map >>> http://schmap.it/p3vtrb BBC Radio 4 St

Martin-in-the-Fields Christmas Appeal

11:13:31 @AmbrozineW it's a good idea. I'm thinking of plaiting it except it makes me look younger +

when i'm asleep that causes inevitable problems

11:16:37 @randomhb hey you! Been so long since ur last tweet. I'm still here! My adventures with

squirrels seem so long ago!

14:13:04 @valstevenson actually those campbeds aren't as comfy as sleeping on the floor. I'd be willing

to tutor to mps on sleeping rough comfortably

14:35:44 rough sleeping is sleeping anywhere not designed as an abode. An office would count so

@grantshapps why not use a wminster winter shelter?

14:37:39 Alternatively @grantshapps do away with the campbed and put a high tech sleeping mat on the

floor. Much comfier - trust me!

16:57:53 @kaleidoscope_I I just read the article by @msmetcalf - everyone's position is relative. I'm a lot

better off than many others e.g.

16:59:42 @kaleidoscope_I I think 4 anyone 2 have 2 radically alter their life is difficult like for @msmetcalf

- but it can b an opportunity 4 change

17:54:04 @homelesslondon ok i'll try and get in tues morning

17:56:56 @MsMetcalf I for one would like to say I hope things get better for you and your family. Merry

christmas and a happier new year!

19:17:26 I was so busy messing on twitter I nearly forgot veg curry on the strand. I'm tucked in my

sleeping bag now bcoz it's starting to get cold.

19:18:25 It's forecast to go down to -5 tomorrow night. Not great for the complexion, me thinks.

19:21:17 I saw a girl up in covent garden. She said she is in night shelter now and it is not too busy. I
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really need a shower but I am not going in

19:21:42 ...until outreach take me for safety.

19:22:31 Oh my hands are cold. I'm going to sleep now.

19:43:43 #Twitition #legaltolove http://twitition.com/fdjt4 @LinzePie

Monday, 6th  of December.

00:40:04 Outreach did pick me up at just after 9 and they took me inside early. I had the most wonderful

hot shower, had my clothes washed + dinner.

00:41:49 But it was just too noisy to sleep. I do appreciate that the purpose of the night shelter is purely to

provide for the most basic of needs

00:43:22 ...until a move on option can be found so they can't guarantee a brilliant night's sleep - just

ensure you are clean, dry + safe for while

00:46:14 I think that is why places like the alcove r a brilliant idea. People who r out for a while cant b

expected 2 share with those short-termers

00:48:31 But it was lovely to see 'barney' again. He walks like him too. I only see him when i'm really

tired. He could b a figment of my imagination

00:50:55 So anyway I raced out with my sleeping bag and I am back by the vents in the peace and quiet.

Bliss! Have to b up in three hours to do a new

00:52:12 ...cleaning job. If I can sustain working 5 to 7am mon to fri on top of everything else I should be

able to afford a room in a few months.

00:53:08 All depending on how the counselling goes of course and whether my back and bad leg can

sustain the effort i'm putting them through.

01:02:52 Bless him. That guy's back again with the strongbow. I don't mind him. He's very quiet. Although

he has a very bad cough.

09:00:58 Miracle of miracles I managed to get up to go cleaning. Feeling brighter: today's monday,

today's colour is yellow and today's letter is 'f'

09:01:27 .........(that's 'f' for 'forgiven'!)

12:24:44 May have spoken too soon. Shooting pains in leg and back. Hopefully just need to adjust to new

work.

12:26:08 I have recomputed the fiigures and I think october 2011 is a real possibility for accommodation if

I can sustain the work

13:39:54 Well I was supposed to be seeing the counsellor at 1pm. Can u come back at 3pm?said the

receptionist. In fact no I can't.

13:41:08 So I can't be bothered to tweet my entire reasoning behind this but I have decided not to pursue

counselling anymore. I feel relieved.

13:42:28 I do get excited about having a place to live in future but then the reality hits me of me sitting

alone, scared and crying, not to mention

13:43:39 ...struggling to pay the rent in a place I can be asked to leave at any moment. It's amazing how

quickly you can go from hope to hopeless.

13:44:27 I am also feeling down at the reality of what working all these hours means for my health. I will

now be doing the same number of hours that

13:45:26 ...caused me to have seizures before. That deep fatigue is starting to settle in - the kind that

doesn't disappear with sleep.
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13:46:08 So no, I won't come back at 3pm or ever in fact. There has to be something else I can do.

13:48:06 @silverfox246 thank you

15:54:58 RT @IsabelHardman: Fawcett Society has been refused permission to challenge the

emergency budget.

15:55:38 Just saw the fawcett society demonstrating outside royal courts.

15:57:31 It's 1 minute to 4pm and i've left work early due 2 exhaustion and got into my sleeping bag. I

really need to sleep. I'll make up time 2moro

16:02:19 @osmpinkgirl thanks.

Tuesday, 7th  of December.

02:50:40 I am so so cold. It's about 2.30 am. I've been waking up through the night shivering.

07:19:55 Sitting in mcdaycentre collecting coffee stickers and drinking a latte. It was a cold night and I

kept waking up but I slept reasonably well

07:21:39 I managed to get to cleaning job this morning. I think my back just needs to adjust to this new

task and i'll be ok keeping it up for while.

07:25:28 So I have been giving a lot of thought to how 2 get people inside who seem 'settled' on the

streets. Everyone is an individual and has their

07:26:51 ...own reasons but like I said in previous blog entries (poss now deleted) no-one wants to be

there even if uncooperative with services

07:29:49 I have a whole load of things to upload onto my blog. I really should put more effort into it.

07:30:51 I kept a record of all the tweets and blog posts I deleted. They totalled nearly 60,000 words!

Wednesday, 8th  of December.

04:00:48 Woke up cold and with a terrible headache. I just want to sleep some more but I have to go

cleaning.

04:02:07 Yesterday finished off my media project with @homelesslondon - photos and voiceover to go on

their we bsite. Will tweet when it's up. .

04:04:14 So you think you're reluctant to get out of bed in the morning? Imagine doing it into the cold

night air AND unable to go to the toilet.

07:29:47 Just looked in mirror and thought teeth look inexplicably pearly for the morning until I realised i'd

not had a drop 2 eat/drink 4 18 hours

07:30:28 Just waiting for the kettle to boil and i'm filled with excitement at the thought. I'm such an easy

woman to please.

07:34:07 @northcountryken thank you. I hope you do, too.

10:25:46 Oh lord. I'd better go to counselling. I'm rubbish.

10:26:16 RT @homelesslondon: @aibaihe I'll let you know when it's live on our website!

23:26:57 i thought it was much later than that. those people came back with coffee and sandwiches (they

said every wed) - this time no pickle

23:28:02 They also gave crisps and chocolate. They remembered my name which was nice. Just b4 that

outreach came by. I forgot to say thanks for the

23:28:56 ...moisturiser they had got for me last week because the vents and cold weather were drying my
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skinn badly.

23:30:08 I went back to counselling today. I'm glad I did. I was overreacting in typical fashion before. He

also suggest I see the advice worker.

23:31:19 He was nice too. Next week I am going back to see him and i'm going to apply for housing

association places to stay. He said u might not get

23:32:09 ...anything so I am just applying on the off chance.

23:40:04 RT @vendazero: Over the next few weeks expect a rise in homeless people on your streets -

THE XMAS BLAGERS ARE COMMING OUT TO PLAY-in yo ...

Thursday, 9th  of December.

06:46:34 As I was getting out of my sleeping bag a van stopped and the man searched through his things

and gave me a banana. It made me chuckle bcoz

07:27:12 ...he looked so pleased to be giving me something. Strongbow slept near me again last night.

He has one of those long term homeless faces

07:28:11 ...that looks like roughly modelled clay. On my way to cleaning I told off a man in a suit that was

off his head and trying to smash windows

07:28:36 ...- He swore at me but he did stop.

09:32:46 @ThePavementMag this is what I heard will start in westminster next year. asked homeless

police few weeks ago. Said yes but don't know when

10:49:34 RT @ThePavementMag: @aibaihe The #homeless 'Hub' is due to begin in April, as a trial in

Westminster. Will have police and immigration e ...

10:50:59 @ThePavementMag is the 'hub' a physical site or is it a concept or new way of operating by

existing services?

10:59:01 RT @ThePavementMag: @aibaihe Of course, no mention yet of what will be done with those

who refuse to go to  the 'Hub'.

14:01:53 RT @ThePavementMag: @aibaihe Hear 'hub' will be at St Martin's - @homelesslondon - but

not had that confirmed yet. Will get reporters on ...

14:03:31 @ThePavementMag when I next see the homeless police I will ask them about enforcement

action.

14:06:50 RT @ThePavementMag: The shape of things to come? Cuts in #homeless services - story

online only: http://bit.ly/gMtNlR Pls RT

14:36:17 @ThePavementMag okay i will do. i'll ask the outreach team directly this time.

14:36:54 in the meantime: this is me: http://www.connection-at-stmartins.org.uk/about-us/TomsStory

19:44:42 Wow! A really great evening. First attended digital media group at connections where we

discussed turning the group into a social enterprise

19:45:39 Everyone had such great ideas. There was a real buzz about it. So watch this space for

developments in the new year. Quite exciting.

19:46:43 Then opencinema was showing 'ronin' and I went to the q+a with actor jonathan pryce. I think it

qualifies as his best acting performance of

19:47:35 ...all time how he managed to keep a straight face while one man lay outstretched before him

snoring away and another kept butting in with

19:48:34 ...questions about stuntmen. He was very good humoured about it. A real good sport. I

managed to get sushi afterwards from the handout.
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19:50:00 Afterwards passed loads of well spoken students who came from the protests sitting outside all

the coffee shops drinking their £3 coffees +

19:50:57 ...moaning about the police like yah! Jonathan pryce said some students had tried to set fire to

the christmas tree in traf.sq.

19:52:11 RT @homelesslondon: @ThePavementMag @aibaihe The hub will not be at CSTM

19:52:56 Thanks @homrllrsslondon for letting me know. Saves me having to bug you about it!

20:12:15 it's weird how things change. At the start of the week I was feeling hopeless + now I have a

project to work on and am applying for housing

20:25:05 @northcountryken thanks. You can watch my video on connection at st martins website called

'tom's story.

20:26:26 @AJMurraymints thank you. I am definitely feeling more hopeful about it today. Counsellor said

I need to rediscover my passion for life.

20:34:00 Two women stopped and offered me a sandwich but i've already eaten my sushi so I said no

thanks. Feeling v upbeat. Must maintain feeling.

20:50:49 Man just offered to bring me some warm stew but i'm ok.

20:51:42 RT @BBCRadio4: If you missed the  Radio 4 Christmas Appeal more info here --> 

http://bbc.in/gIfdsV  To give to this year's appeal cal ...

Friday, 10th  of December.

04:22:07 Just left mr strongbow asleep by the vents sitting on a polystyrene box (he's lost his sleeping

bag already)

11:35:25 RT @PokerFiend: The over simplifying of the tuition fee debate into whether politicians should

always stick to what they've said no matt ...

11:35:56 RT @weareopencinema: @aibaihe the long awaited and much hyped Gladiator stuntman is

next week!  Still not sure how everyone already know ...

11:36:23 RT @weareopencinema: Many thanks to Jonathan Pryce, who braved the Traf Sq protests last

night to visit film club members at @homelesslo ...

11:37:29 @ThePavementMag the police might be a better source. I'll watch out for them.

16:48:13 @ThePavementMag 

http://legacy.london.gov.uk/mayor/housing/delivery-board/docs/20100915/minutes.pdf

16:50:21 @ThePavementMag In particular pages 4 to 5

16:57:02 I can't wait for next digital media group at @homelesslondon -so many ideas on how we can

completely reimagine training and education for it

19:51:18 Preparing to get into bed and sitting on the pavement picking hard skin from my feet! Tried to go

to soup run at temple but just b4 it came

19:52:34 ...decided I was too cold and above all too tired. Get a lie in tomorrow until 6.45am Bliss! Got

asked out by another man at soup run: the

19:53:05 ...book is definitely closed on my love life for the foreseeable future.

19:58:10 @FactoryStoreNE thanks!

Saturday, 11th  of December.
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06:11:46 It's lovely having a couple of extra hours in bed...even if I do have to share it with mr strongbow.

I slept really deeply last night. At

06:13:05 ...one point I woke up nearly in the road and my rucksack the other side of the pavement. I'm

lucky no-one took it. God knows what passersby

06:14:39 ...think of me rolling round the streets in my sleeping bag. Most rough sleepers just lie still curled

up. Is it bcoz most are practically

06:15:38 ...passed out with drugs or alcohol whereas I am sleeping normally and thrashing around like

you would do in a bed?

06:17:32 My mood started to drop again yesterday. I got a sudden feeling like whump in my chest. I am

focusing hard on good things.

06:36:49 Time to get up and get some breakfast from ASLAN.

07:24:10 I got a bacon sandwich and a carrier bag containing two cheese sandwiches, crisps, biscuits,

chocolate and fruit. Had a lovely chat with one

07:25:23 ...of the volunteers, a young woman. She said the soup run will still operate christmas day and

new year's day. Heard some of the other soup

07:26:40 ...run users talking about crisis christmas centres. They said the same things I had heard from

others; too many people, too much queueing,

07:28:03 ...theft of your belongings while you sleep. It looks like i'll be heading down to the quakers for

christmas dinner then! I did ask at day

07:29:13 ...centre about how you get referred into the crisis residential christmas shelter on behalf of a

friend. I was told that about a week b4

07:31:32 ...they give a list of all people using night shelter and a list of rough sleepers to crisis. I don't

know how people get selected from list

20:35:08 Phew. Exhausted, swollen feet and stabbing pain in my bad hip and leg. I can sleep all day

2moro if I like. First day off in a fortnight.

20:36:15 In fact I just might sleep all day. Feeling down again this evening. Sneaking feeling i'm not going

to be accepted on housing assoc list.

20:37:29 The enormity of working all these hours has struck me but I am in such a catch 22 situation I

have no other option. Oh well.

20:38:19 Feeling acutely aware of the chasm between me and other people again.

22:29:38 jonathan pryce just said hello. is that right or am i having trouble distinguishing between dreams

and reality?!

22:31:22 My life just gets weirder. He looked very well. Asked me if I needed anything. No I said. I was a

bit sleepy.

22:33:24 'nice to see you the other night', he said as though I was the star and he was in the audience.

This really all might be a fabrication. Hmm.

Sunday, 12th  of December.

08:49:06 almost 9am and still in bed. woman dropped off carrier bag. she had put coffee into water

bottles and also brought biscuits and toiletries

08:49:49 She must be staying at the hotel opposite where I sleep bcoz the mini toiletries have the name

of that hotel.

08:54:07 Two regular policemen were walking towards me. Thought I was going to get questioned,
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particularly as I am sitting up blocking the pavement.

08:55:18 But they just walked by and as they passed 1 of them turned and gave me a big smile. I'm still

waiting 2 witness this infamous maltreatment

08:56:23 ...of the homeless by the police after 10 months on the streets. Even when I have been

obstructive and that time I was moved on they were

08:56:54 ...nothing but sensitive in their manner.

11:13:57 Just exited daycentre after nice shower (though no towels were left so I drip dried). Someone

must have donated santa claus style dressing

11:14:28 ...gowns...looked a bit like retirement home for father christmases.

11:15:32 Walking to the daycentre, the once monthly cooked breakfast hand out was just finishing. The

woman gave me a couple of packed lunches 2 take

11:17:37 Spoke to a couple of friends there and asked what they were doing for christmas. Crisis came

up again. Confirmed theft is a massive problem

11:18:29 In terms of queueing they said u had to pick your centre well. Stratford came out favourably

bcoz very few hostels are near it. Bermondsey

11:19:22 ...is packed they said. Do not leave your bags unattended for one moment they stressed. Food

good. Tonnes of stuff to do and services and

11:20:13 ...lots of senior business leaders serving the homeless which they loved. Also had good things

about quaker shelter which they said is small

11:21:08 ...and friendly but they chuck u out for 3 to 4 hours during the day. Also in their night shelter the

beds are too close together.

11:23:18 I have to go to my locker at some point today for more clothes - been wearing same outfit for

two weeks exactly.

12:01:27 @doorwayproject there's no dilemma. Your responsibility should always be to your own well

being and that of your family above all else.

12:02:05 @doorwayproject get well soon!

14:33:03 Shivering quite badly but i've got to my locker and changed all my clothes and I feel a lot warmer

now.

20:13:55 Slept a couple of hours at locker. Then came back to central london. Passed strand hand out -

there was a fight. Stopped long enough to pick

20:14:46 ...up the gossip from a turkish friend. Fight between some south asians. Don't get too many of

them on the streets but they didn't look like

20:16:23 ...rough sleepers. Up at lincoln's now (LSE corner). Three separate groups handing out drinks

and sandwiches. Lots of people clearly

20:18:08 ...collecting clothes for trading. One group of volunteers are singing christmas carols. They're

quite good. I feel very alone and sad.

20:19:51 @witchlostintime thanks for the info.

Monday, 13th  of December.

02:53:51 I just told two people off for having sex near me. I don't know what else to say on that.

07:25:14 Just finished cleaning job. My hip and back are in agony. At one point I screamed and couldn't

stand up straight. Hopefully will pass soon.

07:25:43 @leahmesaid yes. 10 months.
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07:26:28 @osmpinkgirl I know! I think I did the woman a service. She didn't look to be having that much

of a good time!

07:27:57 @hardlynormal thank you! And also thanks to @sexy_librarian @jediladder @jszuryn

07:29:05 @vendazero Happy Birthday!

07:30:09 @vendazero I see what you mean about the christmas bleggers. You needed stilts to traverse

your way across hungerford bridge yday - so many.

13:15:07 Tanked up beyond the max dose of both paracetomol and ibuprofen. The anvil on my spine is

starting to life. But the pills make me nauseous.

13:31:22 Starting to lift, sorry.

16:28:24 In bed 4.30pm. High as a kite on painkillers.

16:30:17 RT @JeremySwain: E-mailed 16 council leaders in advance of London Councils meeting on

Tues asking not to cut funding to street rescue se ...

Tuesday, 14th  of December.

03:49:38 I've got up at 3.30am - half hour early - so I can take some ibuprofen. I can scarcely move.

Annoyingly there is someone else sleeping here.

03:53:45 It's alright it's just strongbow in a new outfit.

08:19:30 @nickparsons101 thanks. That has reawakened a memory. might explain why I was feeling so

ill afterwards. Ibuprofen better for pain anyway.

09:55:35 WTF I had an appointment to see the psych nurse at 10am today. She is apparently in a staff

meeting until 11am. Can I come back at 12?

09:56:09 Can you guess my response to that?

10:25:37 Nice waste of an hour. And I had to take 2 ibuprofen just to cope with the 3 mile walk.

10:46:15 @nickparsons101 it's ok I only went slightly over. I only blast the painkillers when pain affects

my ability to walk, otherwise don't use

14:03:51 Severe weather forecast to return thursday and last for a MONTH. Question: where does the

money come from for severe weather protocol?

14:05:43 @jeremyswain @homelesslondon from additional money or do you have to pay it out of ur

existing budget? Is it threatened by proposed cuts?

14:50:48 @moment_um no.

18:13:26 Rough sleeping picture worsens http://t.co/ThsDWBL via @guardian

20:27:14 I'm not well. I'm suffering from being in constant pain and stiff. I've gone down to my locker but

it's so cold here.

20:28:57 I need a proper bed for a few nights. I may have to turn to alcohol for the pain relief soon.

21:14:15 Going to walk back to vents. It'll take me an hour and a quarter but at least i'll be warm. Or

maybe i'll risk the night shelter.

22:29:08 Steps of night shelter. Let's time how long it takes.

22:37:01 Only the 8 mins. Super fast for them. Girl still out there been waiting since 4pm. Reconnect her

2MORO BUT GET HER IN NOW IT'S MINUS 1

22:37:54 Staff said to her hurry up it's cold when she was explaining.don't you think she knows?

23:09:51 @randomhb thanks took your advice and went to night shelter!
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23:19:08 Imperfect though it is, this camp bed is much kinder on my hip. I've taken 4 more ibuprofen but I

am still getting stabbing pains in it.

23:21:23 Tomorrow i'm buying a bottle of vodka and a bottle of coke and I am going to drink myself to

sleep every night until the hip heals.

23:57:05 They let that girl in and one of my fav staff is working so not too bad. One guest already been

taken away by men in white coats.

23:57:43 Only 4 hours till I have to be up. Feeling zonked out and drugged up.

Wednesday, 15th  of December.

04:08:25 Got up in time for work. Almost no pain in hip! That's not lying on a hard surface. On doorstep -

about 6 men shuffling arouind in sub zero

04:09:44 The hub should put paid to this kafkaesque situation. Apparently it takes at least 3 nights of sub

zero temps to get hypothermia - huh

09:11:55 wish homeless services would think of different adjective to 'chaotic' to describe certain kind of

client lifestyle. It's misleading.

18:55:14 Was exhausted but luckily decided against going straight to sleep and went to see doctor and

adviser instead at great chapel street. Got

18:56:44 ...prescription for painkillers from doctor and then with adviser did a little applying for housing, a

lot of greek philosophy, and side

18:57:57 ...dishes of buddhism and law. I have homework to complete for next time. I have a book to read

and I think I am meant to discover the

18:58:42 ...meaning of life. That should keep me occupied over christmas and the new year.

19:16:29 Woman just gave me a tenner.

19:27:29 I tell a lie it was 20. I have accumulated a fair amount now. I will send it to @doorwayproject in

the new year. However I have to declare

19:28:37 ...that whatever I get given from 24 december until christmas finishes I will consider a bona fide

christmas present which I am going to

19:30:00 ...put towards a new coat and trainers. Fund for @doorwayproject is currently something like 70

(i have exact figure on computer at work)

Thursday, 16th  of December.

04:18:21 Another woman gave me 1.10 last night but I was too tired to tweet it. This morning someone

had left two bags of crisps and a man just

04:19:02 ...stopped and gave me half his sandwich which I tried to refuse but he was so insistent and

happy when I took it.

16:04:50 Crowds of media outside royal courts. Is it to do with julian assange wikileaks? Someone has a

banner.

16:39:01 My shoes have split open all down one side. It's ok. I have another pair in my drawer at work.

19:16:22 It's snowing! The cold front has arrived which means unbroken subzero temperatures for a

while. But that's ok.

19:18:08 Brilliant meeting for digital media group at @homelesslondon - consensus that our ideas leading

to something both unique and important
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19:19:50 So treating myself to latte in coffee shop before heading out into snow (with split shoe). Doc

gave great pills so at least I can walk now

19:43:56 @randomhb I can't. When I went in the night shelter this week they said it was for one night

only. It opens too late which is a problem for

19:45:05 @randomhb ...me because if I don't get a full night's sleep I suffer terrible back pain and

stiffness and get ill quickly.

20:18:38 Aargh i'm cold. Hopefully my sleeping bag warms up soon.

Friday, 17th  of December.

00:01:42 Police just did a welfare check on me. They were very sweet. Tried to persuade me to move

closer to the air vents for warmth.

08:59:43 @JeremySwain I can imagine that was a real blow. Things like that have the potential to really

shake you. I hope you're ok and not too upset

09:02:38 @JeremySwain must be doubly difficult in that you are facing potentially devastating cuts in

funding for the service that picked them up

10:07:26 RT @deadly_sirius: Hostel manager put me in face 2 face stare off with worker who shouted at

me, said I had an appology without hostel w ...

10:09:12 @deadly_sirius just remember that it is not a reflection of you. Many in 'caring sector' seem to

have had an empathy bypass. Hang in there!

14:13:54 @thepavementmag go to the job section on homeless link website. Recruiting for director of no

second night out - can extract some info

15:32:43 Office christmas party. I stayed five minutes. Why would I go to an office party? I sleep on the

streets for heaven's sake.

16:19:49 In my sleeping bag. Fifteen wonderful hours until I have to face people again. I am such a freak.

Not only am I estranged from 'normal' life

16:20:56 ...but homeless people don't think that much of me either. I am caught in a true no man's land. I

feel disgusting.

Sunday, 19th  of December.

01:53:24 I had a fight with a new guy who has been sleeping by the vents the last three nights. I tried to

get him to move bcoz I just woke up and ii

01:54:51 ...had been shoved off my sleeping mat bcoz he and strongbow were trying to get to the

warmth. This guy pushed me across the road, punched

01:56:23 ...and kicked me. I said if he is back 2moro I will kill him. But hopefully he'll just kill me bcoz I

don't care anymore. I feel so alone.

09:08:51 So slow getting up today. But camping man just brought me a cup of tea. Forecast to be -8

degrees tonight.

09:09:36 Has SWEP not been reactivated for this latest bout of cold weather. I haven't seen any outreach

this week at all.

09:22:24 Cold snowy morning and dayshelter not opem bcoz not enough staff made it in to work.

Curiously staff have managed to get to work in every

09:23:23 ...shop and coffee shop I have passed en route here.
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09:26:46 Maybe if they are going to shut down the soup runs they could get the volunteers to work for the

daycentre bcoz they r incredibly reliable

09:29:42 Big fight outside daycentre. It's that guy who punched me all those months ago. He is a strong

man. I feel for the other guy

11:02:38 RT @ThamesReach: Thames Reach's begging campaign covered in The Observer newspaper

today http://bit.ly/dEDl5c

11:06:35 That guy in the fight wasn't the same guy who hit me - just looked remarkably similar. I think

they both got barred from centre for day

11:07:50 THe centre opened 35 mins late. It turned out that a staff member had volunteered to step in for

someone at last moment and got here quick

11:09:06 ...as he could. So I guess in fact he deserves three cheers and he is one of the nicest of all the

staff here. Downside of flu season.

11:10:40 I have decided to give the crisis night centre a go bcoz Everywhere will be closed. Don't know

how to get in though. Any ideas?

17:56:54 Feeling lucid all of a sudden. Probably bcoz I am warm. I'm huddled against radiator in toilet of

storage warehouse. I feel calm and safe.

17:58:03 I've been wondering why my moods have been fluctuating so wildly and to such extremes. But I

guess it is all part of the way I am living.

17:59:03 I'm not eating or sleeping right. I'm alone and suffering abuse. I'm in physical pain and mental

distress. Who wouldn't go crazy?

18:00:55 One of the reasons I tweet everything the way I do is to firstly act as a diary, secondly so I can

track what is happening when I make silly

18:04:50 @quaystock mobile phone

18:07:43 ...decisions and learn from my mistakes and thirdly I have in the back of my mind that maybe my

experiences will be of benefit to those who

18:08:58 ...work in homeless services that they might have more insight into the experiences of someone

on the other side of things.

18:10:06 I am going to try to get into a crisis winter shelter. It's just a few days and lord knows I could do

with a break. I can always leave.

18:32:02 @quaystock thanks

18:33:03 @lizcurran i'm pleased you think so.

18:36:39 @AbeOudshoorn your blog is really interesting and insightful but it is in a different country to the

one in which these comments originate

18:38:01 @AbeOudshoorn in the UK things aren't perfect but there are adequate services in place to deal

with homeless addicts.

18:39:32 @AbeOudshoorn I sleep rough and I can tell you that no-one has to beg for a place to sleep for

the night or for food.

18:44:59 International cooperation important but some things may only b pertinent incountry.

@thamesreach r 100% right on this #hardworkupinflames

18:48:32 @quaystock of course. And am shamelessly going to add you to the list of experts our digital

media group can call for advice @homelesslondon

18:49:04 @slowdeck thanks. I hope so too

20:31:07 RT @JeremySwain: On the Today programme tomorrow around 7.30am talking about begging

with John Bird - unless some bigger news breaks.
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21:34:59 I'm at mcdaycentre and i've just seen the guy who punched me yesterday sitting opposite. Well

i'm in night shelter tonight so don't care.

21:36:11 @JeremySwain can't pity you. I start at 5am and that means setting out at 4am for long cold

walk! You CEOs have it easy!

Monday, 20th  of December.

00:20:49 Left the night shelter. After I was in bed they asked me to move. But I can only sleep against a

wall and I can't sleep next to strange men

00:22:42 I haven't gone back to vents. I am sleeping against wall of night shelter. Clear sky with bright

moon. Very chilly.

00:47:24 Sounds like the junkies opposite just got a decent size drop from member of public. One of them

will head off soon to get gear.

00:48:32 Yep. The guy has just left and they r already discussing it. They have enough for 'one bag'

whatever that is.

03:08:57 Woken up shivering badly.

10:28:55 @nightshelter i'm fine though. I forgot 2 put my gloves on and warm socks on my feet plus lying

on snow so got damp. My sleeping bag is ace!

10:31:35 @ianvisits @mz2 that happened to me when I was 14! No crow bar though. They used a

pickaxe and blowtorch. They don't mess about oop north!

11:04:28 @homelesslondon oh lord. Not more hats and gloves. Is it too late to ask kind people to donate

interesting things like book tokens?

13:15:23 RT @deadly_sirius: Also Hostel issued residents an anti-social behaviour form; attached is diary

sheet where logs of incients, dates, ti ...

13:15:46 RT @deadly_sirius: Low support hosel failing 2 contain psychriatric condition of crazy women is

having detrimental effect on mental heal ...

13:17:39 @deadly_sirius it's about bloody time theydid something! they seem to forget this is your home.

13:18:32 @quaystock i only got about an hour and a half sleep so i am surviving today and then going

back to bed at about 4pm. bit sad really!

13:19:17 @deadly_sirius are you going to the christmas party at @homelesslondon tomorrow? i am

going to go.

13:45:20 @ThePavementMag @ThamesReach what?!! Yes u may be struggling to pay ur bills but don't

let the addict not get their fix. Merry christmas

13:48:05 @ThePavementMag @ThamesReach well how about they go into rehab. How about they don't

stick out their hand and lie and pretend it's for food

13:50:03 @quaystock thanks

13:53:32 of course let's not ask them to behave like responsible adults. The poor little mites. Let's

medicate them into oblivion.

13:56:09 @ThePavementMag @ThamesReach sorry it's this new twitter it tags everyone

15:22:34 @ThePavementMag hopefully it works then! Those evil homeless charities eh?

Tuesday, 21st  of December.

02:16:22 Strongbow and a friend are near me. The road is absolutely strewn with cans. I am going to
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move back to my original spot. Police could pick

02:18:08 ...me up with them as part of the group. They are being really loud. I hate people sleeping near

me for all these reasons.

02:19:49 Car just stopped and handed out things like hats. He said do u want a hat? I said no thanks I

have one. He said i'll just leave it here.

02:20:55 Don't bother asking me if you aren't going to listen to my reply. I insisted no. It's such a waste.

09:33:22 RT @hardlynormal: Man, likely homeless, found crushed in garbage compactor - Chicago  

http://ow.ly/3sn7n

09:35:59 @quaystock strongbow and his friend started fighting at one point so I got up at 3am and went

for a walk. I have banned them both from

09:37:36 @quaystock ...from the vents for misbehaving. The road was a ness. And their new hats ended

up in the gutter. They're such children!

09:42:03 @slowdeck The waste of resources and the waste of people's lives on the streets. Pointing out

the waste gets people shouting at you.

09:43:23 @slowdeck but I can't get over the fact I spent 15 years struggling to hold it together with holes

in my shoes (literally) and then u see

09:45:40 @slowdeck all this wasted money and I think of the old people dying of cold in their homes bcoz

of cost of fuel. Give to those in real need

09:47:04 @quaystock well I got a phonecall out of blue yesterday from someone I can no longer mcention

who has just left place I can's mention so am

09:48:02 @quaystock ...going to meet him/her/it! Oh lord I hate these new rules on not mentioning

people.

14:36:42 Went to women's party at daycentre which was nice but I left early. Asked again about crisis

winter shelter. Apparently u have to go to one

14:38:30 ...of the crisis centres first and complete a formal assessment and beds r fiirst come first served

and fill up quickly. Except I can't get

14:40:02 ...the day off work (already asked) so I won't get there in time. So that's the shelter idea off the

cards. I might just go to quakers for

14:41:58 ...christmas dinner and forget crisis. I don't want to be assessed anyway and if I am not staying

there I will b too shy to use it 4 drop-in

14:42:54 Anyway ASLAN r doing their soup run christmas day and I am at ease with them.

14:44:12 I am upset about itt though.

14:45:47 @narrowboatlucy it's open till 9 but the beds will have been allocated in the morning. The buses

finish collections from london at 2.30pm

14:53:54 @narrowboatlucy the bermondsey one is walking distance. Maybe i'll just walk down on the off

chance then. I'll let u know what happens

14:58:51 @narrowboatlucy i've asked. That's not how it works. Outreach merely confirm list of eligible

people. It seems the priority is to transfer

15:11:51 ...the residents of the night shelter to crisis so that they can close for christmas. no-one is

providing info to rough sleepers about it.

15:22:51 I love it when people working in homeless industry stop following me bcoz of my views. How

dare the homeless disagree with their 'carers'!!!
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Wednesday, 22nd  of December.

09:41:18 I got into the quaker christmas shelter!

09:42:13 @quaystock lots of nightmares. Then when I woke up that guy who beat me up was sleeping

near me. But I got a shelter for few nights soon.

19:22:34 Woman just stopped and told me about a place she volunteers at - st luke's holloway rd. They

do food and shelter saturdays.

Thursday, 23rd  of December.

13:14:55 I'm not ignoring anyone. I am just utterly exhausted. Will reply to people's messages tomorrow.

20:33:41 Left the quaker shelter. It was lovely but I am cold and tired so I have come back to vents. Will

explain more another day - too sleepy.

Friday, 24th  of December.

11:48:42 RT @JeremySwain: http://tinyurl.com/3xjlclb Sebastian Shakespeare is with us even if Julie

Birchill isn't.

11:51:08 @JeremySwain pity. But the first part of her article on assange was fantastic. You should write

to her and get her to do an outreach session

11:52:17 @JeremySwain she's one of those few writers who will admit to being wrong if shown the

evidence.

12:07:15 Quaker shelter was run by such lovely volunteers. They really made us feel welcome and

offered simple entertainments that were just right

12:08:34 ...right for the occasion. But it was absolutely freezing. The door was open all the time and I get

cold very easily. I had to wear hat,

12:09:48 ...gloves, 3 jumpers and jacket and still shivering. At 7pm decided couldn't face freezing for 3

more hours till they set up beds so I left.

12:10:42 I couldn't fault anything else about the place though. The volunteers especially were wonderful

and it cheered me up a lot.

12:12:24 Last two nights outreach visited briefly. I have been so tired I can't wake up easily at the

moment. At least that guy who beat me has gone.

12:13:18 I overheard something today about how the beds get allocated in crisis shelter. Sounded

interesting will try to find out more details.

12:14:33 Daycentre very quiet today. Food is free for christmas day (I asked!) so I am going to go 2moro.

Picked up couple of books from there to

12:15:32 ...read. Going to go to bed by vents around 4 or 5pm. I only have to survive till sunday morning

when I go back to work.

12:33:38 @lizcurran I know. And I think I read somewhere that women feel the cold more - prob to do

with our slower metabolisms. Also bcoz i'm not

12:33:58 ...tanked up on alcohol.

12:41:11 @AbeOudshoorn backlash against what? Backlash against one of the few systems that might

actually achieve an end to rough sleeping?

12:42:51 @AbeOudshoorn the article was about a london (england) charity commenting on begging in

london (england). A city that has pledged and ponied
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12:44:45 @AbeOudshoorn ...up the cash to stop people spending more than 1 night on the streets by end

of 2012.And they r on their way to achieving it

12:47:17 RT @fraserdyer: @lizcurran @aibaihe For more details contact Caris Islington on  020 7281

5200. Six other churches cover the other night ...

12:49:06 @weareopencinema hoping to get out to crisis centres next week. Where are you monday and

wednesday?

13:03:54 This time last year I was mentally preparing myself for fact I was about to become homeless.

This new year there'll be plenty of reflection

13:04:51 I always try to cheer myself by thinking back on accomplishments of year and deciding goals for

next year. What to pick for next year?

14:11:19 It's 2.13pm and I am in my sleeping bag. Vents blowing cold air so moved into my corner on

same road. Unfortunately I am slightly spoiling

14:12:08 ...the view of the patrons of a certain famous 5 star hotel but these things can't be helped.

14:12:44 Merry christmas! I hope father christmas brings you what you wished for.

14:14:04 @JeremySwain thanks. I hope so too. My hip won't take much more methinks. Merry christmas.

Here's to a homeless free new year for all!

15:13:33 I am really cold. I might have to limp up to quakers for a cup of tea. It's an hour's walk with my

bad leg.

15:57:49 Took a chance - kind bus driver has let me on for free. Will get there soon.

18:25:10 @AJMurraymints i've found a radiator in the corner and i'm sitting by it

Saturday, 25th  of December.

06:18:17 Father christmas just came to islington! From the outside looks like socks! That's ok I love

socks.

06:28:51 Merry christmas everyone!

06:32:09 @northcountryken I am in the quaker christmas shelter. I'm quite toasty actually. No christmas

morning church bells but plenty of snoring!

06:32:47 @northcountryken thanks. Merry christmas to you and all who are dear to you.

07:04:04 @northcountryken that's wonderful! It's hard to get healthy food when you're homeless and you

need to eat good food to keep well.

07:04:26 @quaystock merry christmas!

07:04:49 @chickenskinmomo merry christmas!

Monday, 27th  of December.

06:15:36 RT @BigIssueTrain: 19days until #bigissuetrain the second.  http://bit.ly/hulebQ
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2011

January

Monday, 3rd  of January.

21:49:04 Strangely alternating between feeling very mellow and very tearful. Interesting past few days.

May tweet about later.

21:50:38 One of many new year resolutions. If certain people don't want to be bothered with me I will not

be upset - is not a reflection of me.

21:52:48 Am getting over it by saying yes to every offer of a date. One already on horizon later this week.

Life goes on.

22:09:12 @quaystock actually a lot of very sensible ones. Will tweet tomorrow as battery dying!

22:10:06 @oiseaufrancaise yes I shared the experience with that nutter who beat me up. Will explain

tomorrow

22:11:20 @scngriggs79 thanks. I'm ok. Making new year plans and thinking an awful lot!

22:30:44 @Nadine_MP fancy meeting for coffee so I can prove you wrong? Oh and you absolutely are

dealing with individual cases on your side.

Tuesday, 4th  of January.

07:35:13 @Nadine_MP Thanks for replying. I would like to make a couple of points. Firstly as regards the

whole expenses thing, I think the majority

07:36:22 @Nadine_MP of people with an ounce of sense understand that MPs were encouraged to play

the system and 2 regard it as their legitimate right

07:36:57 @Nadine_MP as a kind of wage top-up. The majority of MPs, now that it has been held up to

the light, can see it for what it is and how it is

07:37:35 @Nadine_MP viewed by the majority public as simply an abuse of public money.I don’t blame

those who took advantage of it. It is easy to lose

07:38:00 @Nadine_MP perspective when everyone around you is doing the same thing. I think on

balance I and probably most others would have done the

07:38:40 @Nadine_MP same. I also understand that now the system is being properly regulated, there

will be a transitional period where adjustment

07:39:25 Nadine_MP might be quite difficult.I appreciate that. But to talk about being made suicidal and

having to sleep in offices is a lot of

07:40:13 Nadine_MP grotesque nonsense. I agree with almost all of what Ken Olisa had to say (apart

from his comment that MPs are guilty until shown

07:40:30 Nadine_MP innocent, which was an incredibly unwise choice of words). As for MP salaries, I
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think you have overestimated how important your

07:40:54 Nadine_MP job is.You earn a decent and comfortable salary for what you do and you are

merely performing one role among many in society.

07:41:19 Nadine_MP And I really must insist that you are only talking about individual cases on your side

because not everybody played the system to

07:41:47 Nadine_MP their own benefit and not everybody is whingeing on about it now.

09:51:11 @mrbenrichardson @homelesslondon is the cirque du soleil thing today or tomorrow?

14:05:03 @mrbenrichardson @homelesslondon ok see you later.

Wednesday, 5th  of January.

04:54:56 Don't know how but I managed to get up for work this morning and in time to use my one day

free bus pass to halve my journey. By st paul's a

04:55:53 ...voice behind me enquired if I was ok. It was a policeman. Must have been my exhausted

shuffling walk. Told him I was rough sleeper but

04:57:17 ...not in the city. He asked if I was safe and if I needed any help. He walked with me some of the

way to discuss services on offer etc.

04:58:56 The cirque du soleil performance last night was amazing if very long. A few of us went from

connection day centre. Thanks @homelesslondon

14:35:44 2.30pm and I am in my sleeping bag exhausted. Went to counselling today but he'd given away

my appointment bcoz i'd missed one session just

14:39:29 B4 christmas. I told him I didn't want to come again therefore. I'd been rehearsing for last few

days what to talk about - never mind.

Friday, 7th  of January.

19:56:08 RT @Nadine_MP: Personal statement to the press http://blog.dorries.org/

19:57:27 Is @Nadine_MP real or is she some kind of spoof character?

20:02:54 @valstevenson @Nadine_MP surely we can find better examples of womankind to represent us

in parliament - we are in the majority after all

20:06:20 @VoxVeritasV ! I know! She has been recently making crass comments about MPs being made

homeless by changes in expenses rules. She also said

20:07:35 @VoxVeritasV ...is working 90 hour weeks deciding the fate of people like me. How very

unconservative. Didn't know they believed in fate.

20:08:50 I thought they were the party that believed in standing on your own two feet and personal

responsibility. Better stop working so hard and

20:10:06 ...let the politicians roll the dice and decide my destiny for me. Though I am a little worried. Last

week she said she has been working 80

20:11:27 ...hour weeks but now she says she is working 90 hour weeks. Wow. Mind you I have heard

things are tricky in ugandan politics at the moment!

Saturday, 8th  of January.

19:29:46 RT @JeremySwain: @migrants_rights  We not only help eastern Europeans return home but
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get work + avoid exploitation in UK. Why did you n ...

19:30:05 RT @JeremySwain: http://tinyurl.com/29x93ua Read Stuart Macdonald's piece on work of

London Street Rescue. An accurate portrayal of outr ...

20:17:08 Some posh gits went to shove into me as they walked past until they saw my head and realised

I was a woman. Shouldn't make a difference.

20:18:08 Sleeping bag still wet through from downpour last night. It isn't healthy but oh I do love sleeping

in the rain. Better than a spa treatment

20:19:20 Saw ASLAN for breakfast. They always chat to me (the only ones that talk to me as opposed to

men I am with). By far best soup run out there.

20:20:37 Digital media group developing concrete plans for our social enterprise. This is really going to

happen and I am very excited about concept.

20:21:59 Plus I got commitment 4 some start up funds from some people I work for. Keen to find out how

much they are offering when they've seen plan

20:29:50 And a certain rather lovely member of the twitterati is visiting us next thursday to give us

technical advice. I hope her bottom has thawed!

20:32:36 That of course is in addition to our own technowhizz blodeuwedd (@deadly_sirius). We are

planning to blog developments.

20:45:08 Someone just bent down towards me and I shrieked. But it was a lady putting £1 by my head. I

said sorry she said sorry we both said sorry...

20:45:32 It was all terribly english and middle class!

21:31:28 I'm approaching a year on the streets and it is becoming increasingly obvious to me I might

never be housed again.I'm not being melodramatic

21:33:02 I haven't returned to complete housing forms I sent off for, lost my counselling, got jobs that

require me to be central so can't relocate.

21:33:54 Although I said everything is down to me. I think the final step won't be.

Sunday, 9th  of January.

05:33:39 RT @valstevenson: @aibaihe Perfectly thawed, thank you!!

05:36:28 There are now three other people sleeping here regularly by the vents. This is getting out of

hand. The police will create a dispersal zone

05:37:35 ...if the public complain and I am sure the hotel will do that eventually. The police won't allow this

to turn into a hotspot.

06:53:15 Just stood up and a handful of coins scattered everywhere. Will have to shake out sleeping bag

to get exact amount.

07:07:09 £2.56 was the total amount placed under my head.

07:08:16 I think this morning is the full cooked breakfast on the strand (2nd sunday of month not 4th

sunday as incorrectly stated in pavement mag.

07:10:31 Someone left bag of food by my head - stale bread, half eaten choc bar, half drunk water. Bcoz

the one thing missing in my life is hepatitis

08:43:05 No hot breakfast today unfortunately. Met some new people whilst waitiing though. A northerner

newly arrived and looking for work. He sleeps

08:45:00 ...in st james. He first slept in bushes but a policeman made him come out. When he heard the

guy's story he recommended a warm place to
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08:45:57 ...sleep in park and said he would check on him on his patrol round the park. Met another guy

who lost his business and is riding the 29 bus

09:03:26 @osmpinkgirl @doingithomeless thanks for your kind words

18:11:14 Broke one of my new year resolutions already - turned down dates with two guys. But accepted

ones with two others. Maybe I should change

18:12:39 ...resolution to agree to go on a date with those who ask you who aren't completely mad. It's not

going to lead to anything - just being

18:13:17 ...more sociable. Which is another of my resolutions.

18:14:55 Realised something very important today about myself. People who r 'close' to me, if the have to

choose between backing me or someone/thing

18:17:02 ...else invariably choose the other. This applies to my 'family', my 'friends', colleagues,

boyfriends. Everytime it happens it sends me

18:25:57 ...crazy. Why am I so easy to abandon? What am I doing wrong?

Monday, 10th  of January.

13:43:08 I have been in a very upbeat mood generally since Christmas.  The break at the Quaker's

shelter did me the world of good - even if I may

13:44:13 ...tweet maudlin thoughts from time to time.  I am actually doing very well overall. Better than in

a long while, physically and mentally.

14:01:25 @doorwayproject bought my entry to Dublin marathon about five minutes ago. I am setting

myself a £500 fundraising target. marathon isn't

14:01:58 @doorwayproject ...till October 31st so I have plenty of time to achieve that. I am going to pay

all my own expenses of course. plus they

14:02:32 @doorwayproject ...allow eight hours to complete the course so even if my hip goes funny I can

limp to the finish!

15:02:03 RT @MartinShovel: @aibaihe Delighted to hear it! With your love of words you might enjoy my

Guardian piece. Hope you'll follow back too  ...

Tuesday, 11th  of January.

03:45:24 I'm soaked!

13:06:37 RT @grantshapps: Rather than giving change to a homeless person Victoria charity, The

Passage, has set up Diverted Giving boxes http://t ...

13:08:11 They should have those diverted giving boxes at all the begging hotspots in london.

13:08:44 RT @JeremySwain: Miss you Tom. You would have been pleased to be remembered through

support for Saturday Club. http://www.justgiving.com ...

13:10:18 @rolyatytak pavement mag already dm'ed me. Of course I am.

14:26:49 Nick Clegg to speak up for 'alarm clock Britain' http://t.co/uMT2GDM via @guardian That's me!!

Was already counting days to allowance change

14:33:20 Women's group going to cinema tonight from @homelesslondon - I'm going.

20:51:42 There was a change of plan. We went for pizza at 'fire and stone'. We were taken out by

members of junior league (www.jll.org.uk)
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20:53:59 It's an american organisation for women. I strongly suggest you add that link to your address

book if you need volunteers for anything. They

20:56:01 ...were really lovely, intelligent, professional young women. Quite disconcerting for me though to

be receiving help from them. I told them

20:57:41 ...about this online community and said to take a look and get ideas for orgs that need help '

they are always looking for new ways to help.

Wednesday, 12th  of January.

08:07:36 I hate new twitter. Am I the only one having difficulties with it? Takes too long to load and

forever deleting things you have just typed.

08:08:08 Got soaked again this morning. Although I like sleeping in the rain, getting up in it is a different

matter. Imagine trying to get dressed

08:08:32 ...and make your bed whilst people throw buckets of water at you. It's like living in a Japanese

gameshow.

08:09:05 Strongbow was there when I woke up this morning and so was that guy who hit me (whom I

shall call Stabber for reasons I shall explain some

08:09:46 ...other time). Strongbow turns out to be Slovakian and in his home country he was either (really

bad English) a jewel thief or a kickboxer.

08:10:18 He said he will watch over me and if anyone tries to hurt me he will get them. That's very nice

but he slept through Stabber beating me up

08:10:40 ...and pushing me across the street so I shan't place too much reliance on him!

08:11:30 @northcountryken thanks.  I'll take a look at that.

08:17:57 @calneeagle @doorwayproject ooh what IT project is this?

09:22:07 RT @doorwayproject: RT @potatobakedave My own story - I'm homeless, I never thought I'd

utter those words. #wearevisible (Part 1): http: ...

09:39:56 @MrsParanandi well i suppose the jobs market is becoming ever more niche. really must

improve my slovakian!

10:17:23 @northcountryken thankyou so much. You've saved my sanity. Tweetdeck is so much better.

11:42:37 @deadly_sirius i find that really frustrating as well.  It also reflects the very dominant male

culture in homeless services.

16:03:59 @deadly_sirius call the police and report criminal damage. I seriously don't get the hostel

system - somebody please explain it to me.

19:48:36 @deadly_sirius but are they going to do anything about it? They can act on info even if you

can't.

19:51:00 @deadly_sirius you can submit a written freedom of information request and then they are

obliged to release the footage.

19:52:52 My colleagues in day job (contrary to previous tweet which was about different group) r lovely.

Today I dragged them all to hunterian museum

19:53:54 It's a wonderful place.....if you like dead things in jars (which fortunately I do). I highly

recommend the free guided tour.

20:32:06 Outreach just came by. Woke me up. Had to wipe dribble from my face. I swear its the vents

that make me dribble profusely. Haven't seen

20:32:26 ...outreach in weeks.
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20:33:24 @doorwayproject I know. Just my kind of place. Packed with objects and genuinely informative.

Who needs interactivity and flashing lights?

Thursday, 13th  of January.

09:09:49 @calneeagle @doorwayproject oh private invitations e3h? ... some of us have to rough it with

plebs at public shows

19:32:19 @AJMurraymints I had it in my diary 2 come but had the media group to attend and had invited

val so couldn't just not show up. Next time def

19:36:24 Another good dig media group at connection. Ready to start drafting actual layout. Fabulous

input and guidance from @valstevenson thank you

19:37:31 Handout on strand. Man with bike handing out just out of date food and drink - juice, lassi,

chocolate, crisps and sweets from his shop.

19:37:54 Just got to check the weather for tonight....

19:39:37 ....it'll do. I'm going to get soaked through in an hour's time but i'll be dry in time for work

tomorrow. Fair do's.

Friday, 14th  of January.

07:22:24 I woke up last night because a man was trying to put £5 under my head. He said sorry for

waking me. So tired I fell asleep + woke up with

07:23:30 ...the fiver still in my clenched hand. It's getting very mild now so I am sweating tonnes in my

sleeping bag. Working a lot recently so not

07:24:04 ...managing to get to daycentre enough to get a shower. Bit of a greasy mess really!

07:25:01 Walking along the street this morning I stepped into the street to avoid the spray from a power

washer. Unfortunately a car came by and

07:26:11 ...splashed the soapy run off all over me. I think there's a moral in there somewhere but I sure

as hell can't figure out what it is!

08:22:07 @AJMurraymints I have written it in my diary!

11:32:14 Forgot to mention something very important. A few weeks ago daycentre placed leaflets on

reception desk in various languages.  Originally

11:33:07 ...they also had one in English but that has since been removed but I did read it before taking it

away. The leaflets explained that foreign

11:33:54 ...nationals who had no recourse to public funds could continue to access the daycentre and its

resources but only if they attended the

11:34:31 ...workspace area of the daycentre everyday to look for a job. I have overheard many people

complaining that they have to go to workspace

11:35:14 ...from monday to friday looking for a job and that it is "too much" (workspace is open a couple

of hours a day in the morning). This past

11:35:47 ...week I saw a man be turned away from the evening session at the daycentre (which is purely

social) and told that as he wasn't attending

11:36:33 ...workspace he could not enter the daycentre and he would have to come back in the morning

and speak to a member of staff and arrange to

11:37:10 ...start attending again.  This is very good news and is exactly what the daycentres SHOULD be
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doing. So a very big thumbs up for this. They

11:38:05 ...aren't leaving people to fend for themselves and lift themselves off the street but they are

making the support proactive.

15:52:48 http://yfrog.com/h4v6zxjj crazy weather - thunderstorm and heavy rain that turns to hail and

floods. I'm soaked through.

18:30:47 @hostel_worker maybe to do with the fact that it was cold. Never experienced a cold

thunderstorm before.

18:37:53 RT @hostel_worker Serial 999: http://wp.me/pTKQ3-6h a great read.

20:15:29 http://yfrog.com/gyn7xlfj the view from my sleeping bag.

20:22:46 http://yfrog.com/h8apntj central heating aka the vents aka home sweet home!

Saturday, 15th  of January.

07:28:48 Had breakfast at ASLAN. Then passed savoy hotel (police van pulled up - someone can't pay

their bill!)

07:30:45 I guess even sitting down and saying 'spare some change, love?' is even too much work for

some! http://yfrog.com/h3oswgkj

19:43:04 Will you forgive me a little whinge? I have had toothache since yesterday from a reconstructed

tooth that needs a crown but the last few

19:44:08 ...hours I have been in agony. My whole jaw hurts and my glands are swollen. I'm feeling really

tearful and miserable. That guy who wants to

19:45:05 ...date me sent me a message but I think I have changed my mind on that particular resolution.

I'm a romantic. I can't switch my affections

19:45:27 ...so quickly. I need to give myself some time.

Sunday, 16th  of January.

19:16:47 About ten people just tripped over me. One of the women when she saw me screamed. I don't

know why she screamed. I don't look that bad. In

19:17:41 ...fact i've just plucked my eyebrows which does wonders. I'm not lying there injecting drugs.

Rather I am playing sudoku on my phone. This

19:19:46 ...is the direction they approached from. The shape at the bottom is me in my sleeping bag. 

http://yfrog.com/h8j1gzfj

19:20:12 My toothache has disappeared and my earache is starting to clear. Hopefully gone by tomorrow.

It seems to just be an infection.

19:39:50 It's raining very lightly on my face which is a very pleasant feeling. Particularly as my jaw and

neck is still hot and swollen. Forecast to

19:40:26 ...rain heavily soon. Oh wait, here it comes! But i'll dry out by morning near the vents.

19:46:24 http://yfrog.com/h5sk5frlpuzrj here comes the rain!

Monday, 17th  of January.

04:18:52 At about midnight last night a young woman gave me £3.14 and said you poor thing and kissed

me on the cheek. It's the artificial light - it
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04:20:31 ...makes me look a lot younger. Often people remark when they pass- oh it's a young runaway.

They don't say that in the daylight I assure u!

07:58:51 I really don't feel very well today.

09:46:16 @MartinShovel same to you. I've been following your suffering too!

11:19:54 @deadly_sirius take care. Where are you going to stay tonight?

12:24:46 @deadly_sirius keep me updated so I know you're ok. Speak soon.

13:36:13 @hostel_worker it's those 200 sikhs sleeping rough in southall again! Somebody's trying to get

funding methinks. Not sure I believe this.

13:40:26 I read a related blog in which SWAT activists encourages sikhs to support sikh services for

homeless to prevent sikhs being converted by ...

13:41:37 ...'christian' homeless charities. I'll wager this is a load of made up nonsense. How did reporter

interview them? Did he jump down too?!

16:24:17 There's someone sleeping in the tunnel under vauxhall bridge leading from st george wharf to

gchq. Bit early for sleeping but I have at this

16:25:53 ...folk who live in this housing complex. We'll see.

16:26:03 ...time of day. If he? Is still there when I come back he might be the real thing. If not he is trying

to make money from the super-rich

16:30:50 http://yfrog.com/h76k6ij those last tweets were out of order. This is the tunnel. Whose outreach

patch is that?

19:00:26 I guess the man under the bridge found a home to go to. Such a heartwarming tale. It fills me

with hope for my own situation!

19:32:19 Once again beggars out in force on hungerford footbridges. That reassuring steady clink of

coins into plastic cups. Keep up the hard work!

19:33:26 'we can't help you with accommodation, you have a job.' but they make more than I do so what

gives?

19:34:57 I know people in hostels on incapacity who do casual work for the hostels £80 cash in hand for a

few hours. I know someone on highest rate

19:36:10 ...who earns £200 a day cash as a carpenter. I know beggars and prostitutes who make

hundreds in a few hours. I know people selling things

19:37:05 ...collect at the soup runs at the markets. And don't forget all those BI vendors and their

undeclared earnings.

19:52:42 Ok fair enough so the system says i'm different and I can't be helped. That's ok. But where the

difference is in my favour i'm not allowed

19:53:32 ...to take advantage as though the fact I have kept working, have established skills etc all count

for nothing. Oh fair's fair. Everyone has

19:54:23 ...to go through the same process. Huh? Since when was I treated the same as everyone else in

other regards. Please explain someone. I'm not

19:54:42 ...playing along anymore.

20:13:26 You know you've been sleeping rough too long when......all the police greet you by name!

Homeless unit police just been by for a chat.

20:30:55 Police mentioned that there are b+b's available for £15 a night. But when I went into hostel for 3

weeks, I spent 2 of weeks of sick from

20:31:25 ...work. No work, no money to pay for it. It's a catch 22.
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22:46:56 Stabber just threatened me again. I am going to have to speak to daycentre again. He is

mentally unstable. I saw him go crazy new year's eve

22:47:46 He was threatening people randomly and then being nice to others and going up and shaking

their hands. Then he started stabbing the wall

22:48:39 ...with a knife and then ripped up his sleeping bag with it and shouting. It was really weird and

scary. He needs a mental health assessment

22:58:25 Outreach came by a bit earlier. I was very groggy bcoz still under weather. Going to talk

thursday instead.

23:40:03 Stabber's asleep. This is his sleeping bag that he tore up with the knife 

http://yfrog.com/h2bufwgj the white stuff is the filling.

Tuesday, 18th  of January.

07:16:32 @hostel_worker it will be interesting to find out. If the number is correct it radically alters the

racial profiling of london homeless.

07:17:35 @hostel_worker but I think a more likely scenario is a new group trying to get recognition and

funding by being sensationalist + exaggerated

07:39:36 Given up the ghost trying to talk to my early morning colleague in english. But, even though i'd

been told she was lithuanian, she turns out

07:40:36 ...to be ukrainian and we had a very stilted and limited exchange in russian (of which I speak a

very little but I do know the alphabet). I

07:41:20 ...am going to learn a little so we can chat and exchange pleasantries with one another.

08:25:03 @creesteenahh thanks very much. i'll check it out later. very kind of you.

16:00:37 RT Ben Richardson, winner of the TalkTalk Digital Heroes awards 2010 http://bit.ly/hWxNrs it

was General Zod as played by terence stamp.

16:43:36 I feel very unwell.

17:02:18 I haven't had a shower since last tuesday but I can't manage one this evening at daycentre. I

just need to rest. I'm going to go to bed now.

17:04:01 I just feel foggy and dizzy. I've had a flu jab though so at least I am safe from that. Just need to

rest a little.

17:42:06 Told stabber yesterday (his real name is andrew mason) that I am going to report the assault to

the police and the fact he has been threaten

17:43:08 ...-Ing me but it will have to wait till I am feeling better. He is sleeping in my spot now so I am

moving until he has been got rid of.

17:44:09 @MartinShovel I just need to sleep it off.

18:16:13 @weareopencinema don't worry. Open cinema has already been mentioned in meetings!

18:17:11 My sleeping bag is still wet from last night. I'm cold and can't sleep.

19:55:39 Policewoman (or pcso?) came by and asked me for my name and if I was engaging with

daycentre. Yes, I said.

Wednesday, 19th  of January.

00:20:29 @mrbenrichardson stop apologising! We need apology box rather than swear box! means

retweet. I deleted a lot of retweet to fit my own words.
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00:24:26 Woke up in a panic/crying thinking I was late for work bcoz the traffic sounded too busy for 4am.

I was right. It was only midnight! Grrrrr

07:11:35 Was left £1.50 and a pack of mr kipling pies last night. Feeling cold but a little better. Made it to

my cleaning job on time.

08:15:18 Ok so I am finally going to paypal the donated money to @doorwayproject friday for money

received up to 16 jan which was £83.73 and I can

08:16:42 ...add gift aid which brings it to £107 I think. From this week (starting with the £1.50) I am giving

to connection daycentre because I can

08:17:37 ...just drop it off as cash which makes my life so much easier. I am still of course going to be

aiming for the £500 sponsorship 4 doorway.

08:18:46 @homelesslondon @mrbenrichardson collected £50 cheque for digital media group from one

sponsor. Still others to ask. Will bring thursday.

08:23:43 @doorwayproject No, I don't need it. My money situation has eased considerably and I am

buying almost all my own food at the moment. I made

08:24:15 @doorwayproject a decision that I didn't feel comfortable accepting the money and I am sticking

by it.

08:25:12 @doorwayproject it's not kind. it's not my money. thank the people who donated it. now go and

grapple your son to the floor and get to work!

08:28:50 @doorwayproject you know, something tells me that that wouldn't stand in your way! go get him,

Tiger!

10:40:31 @rolyatytak ok am going to do it now. Give me half an hour.

16:03:07 @homelesslondon when you are cutting so much from so many other areas of expenditure,

shouldn't you be putting more not less into the bottom

16:03:33 @homelesslondon ...rung safety net provision?

16:05:24 @homelesslondon (i.e. Services to prevent rough sleeping and homelessness)

16:07:10 @insidehousing now they are going to encourage more people into private sector rentals,

maybe those hostel beds won't be needed. Has anyone

16:08:19 @insidehousing ...crunched the numbers? I have met people (with mild problems) waiting years

in a hostel begging for move on. Specialist

16:09:18 @insidehousing ...hostels have their place but a lot of the hostels seem (to my eyes) to not be

the best use of resources.

16:10:38 @homelesslondon how does the government square reduction in funding for outreach work with

pledge to end rough sleeping by 2012?

16:29:08 @homelesslondon firstly, if they want to be spouting about homeless MPs they should pay

some rough sleepers a visit first for perspective

16:30:00 @homelesslondon they should make a point of visiting the homeless charities because they

provide good long term value for the money.

16:32:09 @homelesslondon commonsense tells you that if you have less up front you need to build

stronger defences at the back (i.e.homeless services)

18:58:17 My home is being redecorated. How thoughtful! http://yfrog.com/h7ihuoj

http://yfrog.com/h2fprgsj http://yfrog.com/h2hjygaj

18:58:51 Just a little heads up, guys and gals. The date on the enforcement notice is invalid. It's 2011

now.

19:00:46 I got evicted from my pavement. How much lower do you go? Woe is me! Never mind. Moved
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30 metres up the road. Hurrah!

19:25:11 I miss my heating. I'm cold. It's going to take a while to readjust to sleeping this way again.

20:45:12 @rolyatytak I bought cheap flight tickets and marathon entry already with my credit card

20:46:19 @rolyatytak no personal connection. Made contact through twitter only - one of the connections

made through social media.

Thursday, 20th  of January.

03:56:04 I'm cold and damp and it's my period. I'm bound so tightly in my sleeping bag I can't figure out

how to get out again!

07:56:17 Just had to unbung my left nostril which was full of dry blood. Had a few nosebleeds over last 12

months. Is it the cold air? Anyone know?

07:57:57 Suffering with my period again. Didn't do a very good job at my morning cleaning place today.

12:18:42 RT @TACTCare: Had a great meeting with Sarah at @homelesslondon yesterday. Very excited

about our joint marathon adventure!!

12:18:46 RT @ThamesReach: Calling all keen runners! Would you be interested in running in aid of

Thames Reach this year? http://bit.ly/aGlUf2

12:18:53 RT @DaveHill: Right, off to run nowhere as fast as I can. Think about it. And please give

@Shelter your money here: http://tiny.cc/jplw1 ...

12:20:09 If homeless services achieve nothing else this year, they'll at least contribute greatly to the

general improvement in public fitness levels

12:21:42 Oh I'm not miserable. It was my morning whinge. I feel fine now.

16:26:30 Just been to dentist...£1300 of dental work to look forward to. Luckily they r used 2 me having

no money so paying over 6 months. The

16:27:38 ...cleaning job should cover that. Only just finished paying B's dental bills! Needs doing though.

If u were wondering why I go to private

16:28:44 ...dentist when I have no money, it's something I started 6 or 7 years ago to repair the damage

from neglect resulting from my breakdown.

16:29:47 It was an important act for me and contributes to good overall health so I consider it one

non-negociable bcoz I tend to neglect my health.

19:13:11 Just got into my sleeping bag. It's even colder tonight. Man was handing out cake from Eat on

the strand as I passed. Not healthy, oh well.

19:14:05 Digital media project making real progress. Moving from the ideas stage to implementation. Just

had a giggle trying to come up with a name

19:15:10 ...using a scrabble set to create random words. Only managed words that sounded variously like

a greek shipping line, brand of tampax and a

19:16:09 ...soviet-sounding make of car. Homework is to come up with list of ideas to brainstorm for next

week.

19:21:57 Of course I took the cake. You got that didn't you?! Never pass on choc cake. That's my dinner.

This is my view. http://yfrog.com/gy35hdqj

19:32:27 Definitely going. Down to locker tomorrow for warm clothes. I'm freezing.

20:11:11 I'm freezing. Not hanging out with people reminding me to wrap up means i'm not wearing

enough. I can't cope like this. Causing agony in hip
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Friday, 21st  of January.

02:21:55 So much for clear skies. It just rained so I am wet and cold now.

04:03:21 Ugh. Time to get up but it's cold and wet.

09:31:45 @doorwayproject oh i'm so dreadfully sorry I already sent the money before I read your tweet

ha ha! It's not unconditional of course. I do

09:33:38 @doorwayproject ...insist on a small shrine being created to my worship and the daily sacrifice

of a goat on its altar. You know, the usual.

09:35:38 I'm going to my locker to collect warm clothes this evening. My coldness is not a condition of

poverty but rather of stupidity and laziness.

19:22:06 Small world!

19:24:33 Just got into bed. A lot better. Wearing extra fleece and extra sleeping bag (just my tesco basic

one but it works). It also cushions my hip

19:28:06 Been very tearful all day. Been having vivid dreams last few nights. If it stops i'll put it down to

hormones + change in sleeping spot.

19:44:33 Wow it has got to be close to freezing tonight.

Saturday, 22nd  of January.

04:15:16 Slept well last night. It's 4am now. Just read weather forecast and it is due to sleet soon. How

long can I risk staying in bed?

07:50:43 Had breakfast from ASLAN. Was on the verge of tears (can't think why) but then saw another

member of digital group and he lifted my mood.

07:51:27 Passed Strongbow huddled up in a doorway waiting for tesco to open so he could get a drink.

08:52:13 About to start cleaning work just opposite to here: http://yfrog.com/h788331758j

12:21:43 Two posh women just sneaked through the pay barrier at the toilet where I worked. I asked for

the money and one complained. They said it was

12:22:37 ...disgusting how expensive it was. But the other remarked 'oh well. At least it keeps the tramps

out.' and smiled pleasantly at me. Oh boy

12:22:59 ...how wrong was she! I just smiled back.

19:55:25 @IsabelHardman I read that, too. I was a bit bemused. Did she make a mistake?

20:48:14 @IsabelHardman oh I think she is great. An amoral character who scraped her way upwards.

But I can't believe diane abbott would pick her.

20:49:34 There was a gap in the fence so I am back by the vents. It's one little upbeat thing in my day. I

can't stop crying. This has been creeping

20:50:41 ...up on me the last week and a half. I have been having vivid dreams. I miss J but there is

nothing I can do about it. I'm tired of working

20:52:37 ...all the time. I feel exhausted but I can't stop. The only thing i'm enjoying is the digital media

group. Just had to stop a panic attack.

Sunday, 23rd  of January.

06:42:01 I get these moments where I view my life with crystal clarity and I think how did I get here? I
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started crying about 5 mins after waking up.

10:18:56 RT @MartinShovel Our 'Busting the Mehrabian Myth' animation now has more than 41,000

YouTube hits! http://j.mp/ctbDMH - love this!

10:22:12 @homelesslondon @mrbenrichardson take a look at @martinshovel 's website

creativityworks.net.

18:29:06 @martinshovel talking about st paul's, just passed it myself. Here's another church, st bride's.

Supposedly the model for the tiered wedding

18:31:07 ...cake. Whether true or not, I find it sinister looking the way it pokes out of nowhere lit up. 

http://yfrog.com/h8pauggj

18:31:46 @MartinShovel with ref to ur earlier tweet on hawking, grayling seems to me exactly the kind of

philosopher he doesn't rate. I don't either

18:51:41 @MartinShovel not at all. There are many departments in england and scotland specialising in

these areas stuffed full of people with first +

18:52:34 @MartinShovel post-grad degrees in maths/physics. Until I took this year off I was taking

concurrent degrees in maths and philosophy. I'm

18:53:36 @MartinShovel dropping the philosophy though and just going to start back up on the maths in

october. Granted most who study philosophy are

18:54:19 @MartinShovel more towards the ethics side of things (in my view ethics should be treated as

completely separate subject) but there is a

18:54:52 @MartinShovel small but significant hardcore working at the deeper end.

19:13:25 @MartinShovel ha! Not postgrad just undergrad, sorry.

19:14:57 @MartinShovel no they don't. But grayling does reckon himself a bit of an 'expert' in several

fields of science nonetheless.

19:15:41 @deadly_sirius no I haven't. You've tempted me now. I think i'll visit next week. Thanks.

Monday, 24th  of January.

08:06:01 My morning cleaning job has had added to it SIX new daily tasks. It's pretty strenuous stuff,

working 4 the English office of a foreign bank

08:07:38 Here's a lovely thought. The bank pays DOUBLE for its daily delivery of fruit compared to what it

pays for two women cleaners. After racing

08:10:06 ...round frantically cleaning for 2 hours I walk out the door having earned £9.49. Desks have up

to 5 dirty cups/glasses on them. Lazy sods!

08:22:28 @antoniabance after tax! but that's after recent rise in minimum wage. fairtrade should be

promoted for workers here not just coffee growers

08:27:51 @MartinShovel I am always sceptical of reports like this. I spent 4 years in China. The country is

in a terrible state. Sure the cities look

08:28:53 @MartinShovel ...glossy and modern, but the vast majority (more than two thirds) live in deep

poverty with little chance for improvement.

08:30:00 @MartinShovel I taught English to a finance officer who wrote national economic reports for the

government. she said using western standards

08:31:50 @MartinShovel for calculating unemployment, china has a 50% rate of unemployment. this is

with a retirement age of 50!

08:35:59 sorry i'm getting too political. i'll try and stick to homelessness issues!
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09:31:22 @MartinShovel it is interesting. But it is easy to be overly impressed by double digit growth and

forget that china has only been pursuing

09:32:08 @MartinShovel economic growth for not much more than 20 years. plus the population is still

growing rapidly. the effects of the one child

09:32:44 @MartinShovel policy won't result in stabilisation of population for quite a few years yet. of

course it is going to expand. besides size

09:34:32 isn't everything. it's the quality of what you have to say. norway is tiny but people listen when

they talk human rights.

09:35:38 @oiseaufrancaise yes it is. actually i don't really have a job description. i just do as I'm told!

09:43:54 @oiseaufrancaise what i can't stand is they clearly went back to the kitchen to get another drink

each time so TAKE THE DIRTY CUP WITH YOU!

10:25:33 @mrbenrichardson ok

17:58:53 Hurrah! Back by the vents. And they even swept! http://yfrog.com/h0qaglj . I did hear something

disturbing today though. The vents have

17:58:54 ...carbon filters that remove particles from the air. But they can fail and then the air that is

expelled is filthy and damaging to lungs.

21:36:05 Homeless scouser just kicked me and I yelped. Sorry he said. He begged a cig off someone +

said I was his girlfriend then he started

21:37:11 ...pestering me and poking me in the head asking me what my name is. I just kept telling him to

go away and he did eventually. I've started

21:38:25 ...crying again. Had a lovely chat at daycentre today but I am feeling very tearful recently. It's

completely non-specific so don't know how

21:39:30 ...how to stop. Can't sleep now so i'll be really tired tomorrow. Been researching suicide on

internet for first time in ages. Calm down! I

21:40:14 ...find it comforting to read up on it. Don't know why. It's a strange habit.

Tuesday, 25th  of January.

07:53:04 Hi guys and gals. Sorry I didn't express that very clearly. I'm not suicidal. I just find it reassuring

when I am really down to research it

07:53:59 Don't worry. I wouldn't put any of you in that position by declaring those thoughts when you

aren't in a position to do anything about it.

07:54:53 That's the good news. The bad news is I seem to have a bad fungal infection in one foot. The

fact I have only just noticed is its own neat

07:55:55 ...explanation for how I managed to develop the problem! Doctor is late night wednesday. In the

meantime, I really need a good scrub down.

08:07:41 @Osumpinkgirl thanks for this. i'll definitely be able to do that at my weekend job. During the

week might be a little difficult.

08:18:56 Response: The government is protecting the homeless from council cuts http://t.co/4pKzbbc via

@guardian

12:59:46 @mrbenrichardson it's ok. i just needed a desk. i'll try to use my lunch break one day this week

to do it at work.

13:41:35 Actually managed to run most of way to work this morning which is v difficult carrying my home

on my back. Only took 10 mins walk to warm up
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13:43:43 ...my left leg. That's good going. I even took the stairs. But last night walking 'home' I lost partial

control of my left leg - very weird.

16:10:21 This is going 2 sound terrible: haven't washed except in sink at work 4 nearly 2 weeks. Haven't

changed clothes for 1.5 weeks. Unmotivated.

16:11:46 Can't bring myself to go to daycentre for evening session now to get washed.I'll handwash

clothes in sink tomorrow, maybe. Keep ur distance!

18:07:27 I'm not going to bore you all with grumbles about the exchange rate, but every time sterling

takes a hit I lose a day's pay.

18:08:20 And it's going to rain heavily tonight. I guess i'll get my shower after all! I'm having another

eeyore moment.

18:36:55 @lizcurran oh gosh. I guess you've missed out on my backstory! I have to send money to france

each month - very complicated!

18:38:59 If I didn't have to work i'd love to be a real tramp. I'd forego shoes and i'd only wear thin cotton

clothes that washed themselves in rain.

18:40:06 And i'd just wander around looking at interesting things. And i'd definitely get a dog! I wish I

could have a dog now. I need the company.

18:41:45 @deadly_sirius are you sleeping out again now? Careful! We're set for heavy rain all night.

18:44:51 @deadly_sirius the samaritans contacted me on twitter. There's a dropin centre in soho. U could

talk things through with them in bad moments

18:48:08 Just googled it. It's 46 marshall street, behind carnaby st. Open 9am to 9pm no appointment

needed.

19:44:59 @JeremySwain what are you going to do?

20:30:58 I had 1 particular group of students in china who were both fluent + articulate. After a while, the

class morphed into something of a group

20:34:06 ...therapy session. A recurring theme was discontentment with life. They said they envied my

freedom. I said I appreciated the difficulties

20:36:04 ...they faced in working and travelling abroad but the same opportunities were open to them. If

the goal seems so impossibly out of reach,

20:38:03 ...and normal effort seems incapable of attaining it. Reverse the process and work backwards.

Reverse engineer it (they were engineers).

20:40:05 Assume you will get there and then work out a practical series of steps to achieve it. It's a subtle

shift in thinking.The worst thing about

20:42:10 ...change is the process of change itself, the uncertainty + extra effort required. But the goal.. all

that requires is resolve 2 get there

20:44:50 That was a pep talk for anyone feeling 'deeply depressed' by current events, by the way.

20:58:49 @doorwayproject don't be cheeky! Its implications aren't just psychological. It forces you into

making practical decisions that achieve

20:59:24 @doorwayproject ...proper results. It's the opposite of 'every little helps'.

21:03:46 You can tell what a nightmare I must be for our digital media group. I've got @homelesslondon

planning global domination of the internet!

21:24:48 @JeremySwain now that's why I like you.

21:54:04 RT @ianeharvey: @aibaihe that's the place. Mediocre hot drink comes with the ear.

21:56:20 (homer simpson voice) mmmmm. Non-specific hot beverage. I'll bear it in mind. Thanks very
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much. I'll pass the info on, too.

Wednesday, 26th  of January.

13:56:25 @JeremySwain I was going to say that but I was worried you'd commit a drive by shooting on

me.

17:35:14 Snow forecast for tomorrow and two nights of subzero temps: not enough to trigger SWEP,

though.

Thursday, 27th  of January.

04:14:43 Blimey! I felt the drop in temperature as soon as I woke up.

10:09:19 It was a false alarm on the feet. I'd just rubbed them raw and the skin had blistered. Antiseptic

cream did the trick.

10:15:43 Crunching numbers - going to give notice on my storage locker today. Cut all expenses right

back and get these bills paid.

11:22:39 I did handwash my clothes yesterday but there has been a smell in the office (which clearly is a

problem in the pipes) but someone took as

11:23:34 ...opportunity to complain about my trainers under my desk despite their being new. I had to bite

my tongue. What I actually wanted to say

11:24:39 ...was 'go fuck yourself. My pay has been frozen the last four years. You're lucky I wear shoes at

all.'

11:28:17 I've decided to spend the rest of the day sitting at my desk crying. I'm sick of this job. In fact i'm

sick of working full stop.

11:47:16 I have decamped to the toilet. I've decided to bugger off for the day. I was already feeling fragile

this morning. I realise that although i

11:48:37 ...still feel loyalty to my family, I no longer love them. I have been considering saying that for

some time.

15:08:55 Left work 2 hours ago. Feeling miserable. Sitting in coffee shop. Group of law students behind

me talking about there being no gravity on

15:11:44 ...the moon. I set them right which has marginally lifted my spirits. Dippy student: 'what, so this

chair is pulling me towards it?' don't

15:12:27 ...worry ladies and gentlemen, our future legal rights are in safe hands.

16:08:33 @ChrisStagg oh, that's very kind of you; a really generous compliment.

Friday, 28th  of January.

07:38:14 I've decided I don't want to go to work today. I haven't had a day off sick for seven months. I

don't get paid for it so fuck 'em.

08:10:52 Last night's film was scott of the antarctic with john mills. I got to watch the end after digital

media group. It was a good choice. I was

08:12:14 ...transfixed by it. Great choice @weareopencinema , particularly for that audience. Walking to

the south pole incidentally is on my to do

08:12:56 ...list. You think i'm joking. But it's one of my things to do before I die.
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08:39:05 @doorwayproject so is this instead of the goat thing? Ha! I'm happy with the card.

08:53:02 @doorwayproject the daily sacrifice of a goat! If i'm being perfectly honest, I didn't think you'd do

it. It was always a shaky proposition!

09:11:40 RT @JeremySwain: Maz - a very special woman. http://tinyurl.com/4w5hgnf

09:12:42 @doorwayproject certainly! A cuppa and a biscuit in my honour daily - perfect.

11:18:20 Oh! Shelter chuggers didn't try to chug me! Remember a few months ago they tried? They just

said hi. The possibilities are that they've been

11:19:17 ...told not to approach anyone with sleeping bag, OR I look hopelessly poor OR goddamn do I

finally look like the tramp I am?

14:03:43 @doorwayproject no they didn't. Thank you very much. You're very kind and dedicated. Here's

my own first #ff right back at you

14:05:13 @deadly_sirius hey how you doing? Were you out in the cold last night? We missed you at

digital group last night. R you still doing ur art?

16:08:14 http://yfrog.com/hsphjzj gearing up for chinese new year. Starting to feel very nostalgic. Next

year is my year. I'm a rabbit.

19:23:12 http://yfrog.com/h4l1ccrj bicycles prepare to take off on their regular mission to reclaim streets

accompanied by loud music + annoyed taxis

19:51:24 I'm in bed after my naughty indulgent day. Even in the warm air of the vents I am cold though.

Definitely below freezing tonight.

Saturday, 29th  of January.

16:48:01 Awww! Coachload of tiny chinese kids came into my loos. They didn't bat an eyelid when I

started chatting to them in mandarin but the

16:50:16 ...teachers said 'wa sa' which is kind of like sayiing WTF! Part of me will always feel at home in

china. I only left bcoz of the accident.

21:58:54 This is my last tweet. I'll be shutting the account and my blog on monday when I can get to a

desk top computer. I'll never enter CSTM again
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